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ABSTRACT
LEAST SQUARES HR FILTER OPTIMIZATION APPLIED TO REAL TIME 
DAMPING SUSPENSION SYSTEM
Name: Connair, Karen Marie 
University of Dayton, 1998
Advisor: Dr. Russell C. Hardie
In the automotive industry today, technology is increasing while costs are being 
driven down. In order to add new technology without tremendous costs, methods are 
required to estimate signals that could be measured with costly sensors. With the Delphi 
Chassis Continuously Variable Real Time Damping (CVRTD) suspension system three 
signals are estimated that formerly were calculated by four accelerometers which have 
been removed from the system. Using discrete infinite impulse response filters, the desired 
signals are successfully estimated.
The problem then arises with tuning these low pass filters. The subjective method of 
using MATLAB to iterate through several different filter coefficients and observing the 
result is cumbersome and time consuming. An automatic filter optimization routine would 
be more consistent, more reliable and quicker. This thesis develops an objective method
iii
for tuning the discrete filters of this sensor reduction system. The method of least squared 
error can be easily utilized for finite impulse response filters, but this system uses infinite 
impulse response filters. This thesis develops a modified least squared error algorithm to 
be used with infinite impulse response filters as required for this sensor reduction system.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
In the automotive industry today, technology is a driving factor. More systems 
being developed require sensors and controllers [1]. One such system is the suspension 
system. Many manufacturers are adding vehicle leveling systems and adaptive suspension 
systems. A typical vehicle has a passive suspension system, which consists of a damper at 
each wheel. The damper acts to reduce the transfer of motions from the wheel to the
body of the vehicle in order to provide a more comfortable ride for the driver and 
passengers. A soft damper provides a smooth ride. A stiff damper provides better 
handling, like a sports car, but at the cost of passenger comfort. A passive suspension is 
limited to a single damping level. The design engineer must make a trade-off* between 
handling and comfort based on the vehicle's intended customers. With an adaptive 
suspension the damper has an adjustable damping level. Based on inputs from the vehicle, 
the damping level is adjusted to provide good handling when it is needed and comfort for 
normal driving. Although these suspension systems improve the ride and handling of the 
car, the added sensors and controllers come with a big price. The automotive market is 
very competitive in the United States; therefore manufacturers look for ways to provide 
the latest technology at the least expense, possibly by using fewer sensors.
1
2The Delphi Chassis Continuously Variable Real Time Damping (CVRTD) 
suspension system is one such system that has reduced the number of required sensors. 
This system utilizes vehicle heave, roll and pitch velocities as part of its control algorithm. 
Originally these signals were calculated from accelerometers located on the vehicle body 
near each wheel. The corner accelerations were geometrically transformed generating 
vehicle heave, roll and pitch accelerations. These accelerations were then integrated 
providing heave, roll and pitch velocities, also called modal velocities. Due to the cost of 
these four sensors, it was desirable to eliminate the need for them. A new algorithm was 
developed to estimate these modal velocities from another measured signal, the body-to- 
wheel relative position [2], These relative position sensors provide information to the 
leveling system as well as to the real-time damping system. An analog differentiator is 
provided in the controller to generate relative velocities. The new algorithm, called sensor 
reduction, involves geometrically transforming these four relative velocities and then low 
pass filtering the results to achieve the three modal velocity estimates. By being able to 
calculate the modal velocities from the position sensors, the CVRTD system is able to 
reduce the number of required sensors from eight to four. This not only reduces the initial 
cost of the system including the wiring and sensors, but also reduces the associated
warranty costs.
31.2 Motivation
The low pass filters used in this sensor reduction system need to be tuned for each 
different type of vehicle. Prior to this work, the tuning has been achieved by 
instrumenting a vehicle with extra sensors, logging heave, roll and pitch velocities and 
relative velocities over appropriate stretches of road. These data were then post- 
processed in MATLAB. Filter pole placements and gains were manually determined by 
transforming and filtering the relative velocities with MATLAB filters. The results were 
then compared to the measured modal velocities. If the two signals visually lined up well 
then the filter values were converted to the discrete domain. Otherwise, the pole 
placements and gains were adjusted until a “good” estimate was achieved. This process 
had been completely subjective. In fact, if two different individuals tuned the filters 
independently they would likely achieve different results. The process also had been time 
consuming, as it needed to be repeated until satisfactory results were achieved.
1.3 Objective
The main objective of this thesis is to provide an objective method for tuning the 
discrete filters of this sensor reduction system. The method of least squared error can be 
easily utilized for finite impulse response filters. This thesis develops a modified least 
squared error algorithm to be used with infinite impulse response filters as required for this 
sensor reduction system.
41.4 Organization of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 derives the least 
squares filter optimization for HR filters. Chapter 3 details the application background. In 
Chapter 4, the experiment is described in detail, including the results. Finally, Chapter 5 
presents the conclusions and discusses possible extensions of this work.
CHAPTER II
LEAST SQUARES HR FILTER OPTIMIZATION
One method of filter optimization for infinite impulse response (HR) filters is the 
minimization of the sum of the squares of the error, known as the least squares method. 
The least squares method is applied when experimental data is available for both the 
observed signal, x\n\, and the desired signal, d[ri\, where «=0,l,2,.. JV-1 and N is the 
number of data samples. The system under study is depicted in Figure 2.1 with time 
domain and frequency domain representations of each signal denoted.
Desired
signal
d\ri\
Observed
data
x\ri\
Estimated
Signal
Filter, h\ri\
X(aj)
H(fo)
►
n(») E(co)
D(<y)
Error
e[«]
>
Figure 2.1 System diagram for generic least squares optimization.
The error, e[n], is the difference between the desired signal, d\n\, and the estimate of the 
desired signal, c/p?], where t/p/] is the linear convolution of x[«] and h\n\ [2], That is,
5
6e[n] = £/[«] - t/pz]
= </[//] - x[n]* /?[/?].
(2.1)
As stated above, the standard method of the least squares approach minimizes the sum of 
the errors over all samples,
(2.2)
From Parseval’s Theorem [4], statement (2.2) can be rewritten as
5 = =TrfJ£(®P®>
n=—oo
(2-3)
where
£(ffl) = £>(<y) - X(®)tf(©) 
B(<y)
= /)(w) X(w)
A (to)
(2.4)
Substituting Equation (2.4) into Equation (2.3) yields
5 = EHd2=—£
n~— oo
D(a>)-X(a)
B((u)
da)
4(®)
(2.5)
7Minimizing this error is difficult.
Desired
signal
d\n\
D(a>)
Figure 2.2 System diagram for least squares approximation of HR filters.
A more tractable error measure is pseudo error as shown in Figure 2.2. Note that 
driving the squared pseudo error to zero will also drive the squared error to zero assuming 
that A(&) is not zero. Therefore we argue that this is a reasonable choice for optimization. 
Using pseudo error, Parseval’s relation becomes
oo i q
2I4T = d<°
(2.6)
Converting from the frequency domain back to the time domain
oo i oo
2L I^Ml ~ — J |D(<u)^4(<y) - X(<w)B(eo)|2t/(y = - x[w]* Z>[?z]|2 -
n=-oo 2/r «=-«.
(2.7)
8Thus the pseudo error can be written as
e[n] = </[«]* - x[«]*Z>[«].
(2-8)
Rewriting Equation (2.8) in terms of the convolution sum yields
OC OC
e[n] = x[w-£]&[&].
£=—00 k=-ao
(29)
Assuming a[k~\ to be non-zero only for k=\ to M and Z>[&] for k=l to L, Equation (2.9)
becomes
M L
e [«] = - £ + l]a[A] - x|w - & + l]Z>[A],
i=l k=\
(2-10)
where e [//] is defined for n=M to N. As stated earlier A is the number of data samples. 
Equation (2.10) can be evaluated in matrix notation by defining the following matrices:
d[M] (/[Al-l] d AY-2] ••• 41]
d[A/ + l] d[M\ d AY-l] ••• 42]
4#] 4#-l] t/[A 2] ••• 4 A' - M +1]
a = [a, «2 - «„r,
x[AY] x[A/-l] x[AY-2] ••• X M-Z + l]’
x[AY +l] x[AY] X [A/-1] ... X A/-Z + 2]
x[.V-l] X [7V-2] ••• X[A-Z + l]
X =
9b = [A, A,
and
e = [e[A-/] e[A/ + l] ••• 
Then Equation (2.10) can be written as
e = Da - Xb.
(2.11)
In a normalized difference equation, ax is assumed to be 1. To incorporate the 
normalization into the pseudo error equation, Equation (2.11), decompose D and a into 
two parts yielding
e - D/z, + D2a2 - Xb,
(2.12)
where
(/[A/] (/[Al-l] d A/-2] ••• 4']
»■ =
</[A/ + l]
and D , =
d[M] d A/-l] ••• 42]
(/[TV-l] (/[TV-2] - M +1]
Applying 6Zf=l simplifies Equation (2.12) to
e = Dj +D2a2 - Xb.
(2.13)
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Since e is a column vector, it is squared by pre-multiplying it by its transpose
N
(i.e., e2 («) = e r e ). The transpose of the error is defined by
n=M
er =D[+a2rD2r-brXr.
(2-14)
To find the coefficients that minimize the squared pseudo error, we set the partial 
derivative of the squared pseudo error with respect to the coefficients equal to zero. 
Starting with a2, the first equation is
----- ^ = 0.
^a2
(2-15)
As described in reference [5], Equation (2.15) simplifies to
6&2 ^2
which is equivalent to
2e^ = 0.
A2
(2.16)
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Then dividing both sides of Equation (2.16) by 2 yields
e = 0.
^2
(2.17)
Substituting Equations (2.13) and (2.14) in Equation (2.17) yields 
D2r(D1+D2a2-Xb) = 0
(2.18)
Recognizing the distributive rule Equation (2.18) becomes 
D^Dj +D^D2a2 -D[Xb = 0.
(2.19)
Finally, moving the constant to the right side of Equation (2 .19) yields 
D2D2a2-D2Xb =-D^D,.
(2.20)
In the same way, a second variable linear equation is developed taking the partial 
derivative with respect to b, yielding
XrD2a2 -XrXb = -X7D1.
(2.21)
With the two variable linear equations, Equations (2.20) and (2.21), the two 
unknowns, a2 and b, can be determined. Combining Equations (2.20) and (2.21) using 
matrix notation yields
12
Xd2 -D[X a2
x d2 -x’x b -x7d1 ,
(2.22)
Solving Equation (2.22) for the unknowns yields
a2" d^d2 -Dt2X -I -D^D,
b X d2 -xrx -XrD,
(2.23)
Equation (2.23) is easily implemented in MATLAB as shown in APPENDIX A.
CHAPTER m
APPLICATION BACKGROUND
As stated in the introduction, the purpose of this work is to develop a method for 
objectively generating optimal filter coefficients for an estimator that is part of a real time 
semi-active suspension system. The semi-active suspension system utilizes the vehicle’s 
heave velocity, where heave is the vertical motion of the vehicle body sprung mass 
perpendicular to the earth. Heave velocity can be found by measuring the vehicle’s heave 
acceleration, by placing an accelerometer at the vehicle’s center of gravity. Heave velocity 
can also be estimated by conditioning the relative position signals.
For this suspension system position sensors are utilized for measurement of the 
wheel to body vertical displacement (relative position) at each corner of the vehicle. 
These sensors are fed into a controller, hardware low-pass filtered and differentiated, 
sampled and then software high pass filtered as shown in Figure 3.1 yielding body to 
wheel “relative” vertical velocities. These relative velocities can then be geometrically 
transformed and low-pass filtered as shown in Figure 3.2 to yield an estimate of the heave 
velocity. In the case of heave the geometric transform is the average of the four comer 
velocities yielding a heave relative velocity. The desired signal is heave body velocity.
13
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Wheel 
Velocity
Figure 3.1 Block diagram of conversion of corner body to wheel position to comer body 
to wheel velocity.
Comer 
Body to 
Wheel 
Velocity
Heave
Relative
Figure 3.2 Block diagram of conversion from corner body-to-wheel velocity to estimated
modal velocity.
Figure 3.3 depicts typical frequency responses of the desired body velocity and the 
measured relative velocity calculated with actual vehicle measurements as described in
reference [6], From Figure 3.3 we see that both the body velocity and the relative velocity 
have resonances around 1 Hz and 11 Hz. These resonances correspond to the body
resonant frequency, about 1 Hz, and the wheel resonant frequency, about 11 Hz. Based
on the difference between these two frequency responses we assume that we can estimate 
the body velocity from the relative velocity by applying an appropriate low pass filter to 
attenuate frequencies above 1 Hz and to amplify frequencies below 1 Hz.
15
Figure 3.3 Typical frequency response of body velocity and relative velocity.
Using the heave relative velocity from Figure 3.2 as the “observed signal”, x[w], the 
least squares method of optimization, described by Figure 2.2, can be applied as shown in 
Figure 3.4. In this example, the actual heave velocity, or desired signal, is attained by 
instrumenting a vehicle with a heave accelerometer located at the center of gravity. The 
heave acceleration can then be integrated to yield the “desired” heave velocity. This
experiment is described in detail in Chapter 4.
16
Figure 3.4 Block diagram of modal velocity implementation of least squares algorithm.
CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The data for this project was collected on a 1996 Cadillac Seville STS equipped 
with the Continuously Variable Real Time Damping Suspension System. The Delco 
Electronics Modular Development System (MDS) was used to collect the data from the 
Delco Electronics suspension controller and a Humphrey CF77-0204-1 combined flight 
instrument mounted inside the vehicle. The combined flight instrument consists of 
accelerometers and gyros to measure the three axial accelerations, three angular velocities, 
and three angular positions.
Signals collected include body-to-wheel relative velocities at each wheel, heave 
acceleration, roll velocity, and pitch velocity. The body-to-wheel relative velocities are 
internal controller parameters. The heave acceleration, roll velocity and pitch velocity are 
signals from the combined flight instrument and thus represent the desired modal velocities 
which will be estimated from the body-to-wheel relative velocities. For this project we are 
concentrating on the heave velocity so we will ignore the roll and pitch velocity. The 
heave acceleration is used to calculate the desired heave velocity. This is accomplished by 
integrating the acceleration and then zero-phase low pass filtering the result. The zero- 
phase low pass filter is necessary because the result of the integration contains a lot of 
undesirable high frequency noise.
17
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4.1 Road Profiles and Results.
Data was collected over three separate road profiles at the General Motors Milford 
Proving Grounds described as swells, waddles and diagonal railroad. These are the same 
roads used for tuning the filters with the ad hoc method described in Section 1.2. These 
roads induce moderate to large body motions on the vehicle. As such, they provide good 
training data. The swells road profile induces mostly heave and pitch motions while 
waddles and railroad induce heave, roll, and pitch motions on the vehicle. The MATLAB 
program used to generate this data is attached in APPENDIX B and a MATLAB diary 
capturing the outputs is attached in APPENDIX C.
4.1.1 Swells
Swells Road Displacement vs. Time : Left Track
Figure 4.1 Swells Road Profile
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The swells road profile is similar to a sine wave with the left and right sides of the 
vehicle receiving roughly the same input. This profile is depicted Figure 4.1.
The four corner relative velocities resulting from this road profile are shown in 
Figure 4.2. The desired heave velocity, generated from the measured heave acceleration is 
depicted in Figure 4.3. The observed heave velocity, the average of the four comer 
relative velocities, is shown in Figure 4.4. The estimated heave velocity, the result of 
filtering the observed signal with the filter coefficients obtained from the least squares 
optimization, is shown in Figure 4.5. For easier comparison the desired and estimated 
heave velocity are plotted on the same axes in Figure 4.6. The errors with and without 
filtering are depicted in Figure 4.7. As expected the least squared error algorithm 
provides a good estimate of the desired signal. The impulse response, the frequency 
response and the pole zero plots of the optimal filter are shown in Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9, 
and Figure 4.10 respectively. The resulting filter is a low pass filter, as expected.
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Left Front Relative Velocity
Time (s)
Figure 4.2 Relative velocity of each corner of vehicle for Swells
Ve
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Figure 4.3 Desired Heave Velocity for Swells
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Heave Velocity Desired/Heave Velocity Estimated
Figure 4.6 Desired Heave Velocity vs. Estimated Heave Velocity for Swells
Figure 4.7 Effect of Filtering on the Actual Error for Swells
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Figure 4.8 Impulse Response of Optimal Filter for Swells
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Figure 4.9 Frequency Response of Optimal Filter for Swells
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Figure 4.10 Pole-Zero Plot of Optimal Filter for Swells
4.1.2 Waddles
The waddles road profile is similar to a sine wave with the left and right sides of the 
vehicle receiving roughly the same input but out of phase. When the left side of the car is 
going up the right side is going down. This profile is depicted in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.11 Waddles Road Profile
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The four comer relative velocities resulting from this road profile are shown in 
Figure 4.12. The desired heave velocity, generated from the measured heave acceleration 
is depicted in Figure 4.13. The observed heave velocity, the average of the four comer 
relative velocities, is shown in Figure 4.14. The estimated heave velocity, the result of 
filtering the observed signal with the filter coefficients obtained from the least squares 
optimization, is shown in Figure 4.15. For easier comparison the desired and estimated 
heave velocity are plotted on the same axes in Figure 4.16. The errors with and without 
filtering are depicted in Figure 4.17. The impulse response, the frequency response and 
the pole zero plots of the optimal filter are shown in Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19, and Figure 
4.20 respectively. Once again the resulting filter is a low pass filter.
Left Front Relative Velocity
Time ($)
Figure 4.12 Four Relative Velocities Resulting From Waddles
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Figure 4.13 Desired Heave Velocity for Waddles
Figure 4.14 Observed Heave Velocity for Waddles
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Figure 4.16 Desired Heave Velocity vs. Estimated Heave Velocity for Waddles
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Figure 4.17 Effect of Filtering on the Actual Error for Waddles
x io"3
.21----------- >----------- i----------- *-----------1----------- »----------- *-----------»----------- i----------
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
x 10®
Figure 4 .18 Impulse Response of Optimal Filter for Waddles
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Frequency Response
Figure 4.19 Frequency Response of Optimal Filter for Waddles
Figure 4.20 Pole Zero Plot of Optimal Filter for Waddles
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4.1.3 Diagonal Railroad
The diagonal railroad profile is a large railroad crossing that crosses the road at 
about a 45° angle causing gross vehicle motions. This profile is depicted in Figure 4.21.
0.3
b
-0.1 ----------------- 1----------------- 1----------------- 1----------------- 1-----------------
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
Time (s)
Figure 4.21 Railroad Road Profile
The four corner relative velocities resulting from this road profile are shown in 
Figure 4.22. The desired heave velocity, generated from the measured heave acceleration 
is depicted in Figure 4.23. The observed heave velocity, the average of the four corner 
relative velocities, is shown in Figure 4.24. The estimated heave velocity is shown in 
Figure 4.25. For easier comparison the desired and estimated heave velocity are plotted
31
on the same axes in Figure 4.26. The errors with and without filtering are depicted in 
Figure 4.27. The impulse response, the frequency response and the pole zero plots of the 
optimal filter are shown in Figure 4.28, Figure 4.29 and Figure 4.30.
Left Front Relative Velocity
1 1 1 1 II 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Right Front Relative Velocity
S 9 10
Figure 4.22 Relative Velocities Resulting From Railroad
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Figure 4.23 Desired Heave Velocity for Railroad
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Figure 4.24 Observed Heave Velocity for Railroad
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Figure 4.25 Estimated Heave Velocity for Railroad
Figure 4.26 Desired Heave Velocity vs. Estimated Heave Velocity for Railroad
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Effect of Filtering on the Actual Error
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Figure 4.27 Effect of Filtering on the Actual Error for Railroad
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Figure 4.28 Impulse Response of Optimal Filter for Railroad
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Figure 4.29 Frequency Response of Optimal Filter for Railroad
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Figure 4.30 Pole Zero Plot of Optimal Filter for Railroad
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4.2 Summary Tables of Road Profile Results
4.2.1 Poles and Zeros
The poles and zeros plotted in the previous section as Figure 4.10, Figure 4.20, and
Figure 4.30 are summarized in Table 4.1 for ease of comparison.
Table 4 .1 Summary of Poles and Zeros for Road Profiles
Road Profile Zeros Poles
Swells 0.94420-0.44845
0.99792 + 0.005331
0.99792 - 0.005331
Waddles 0.95694-0.57664
0.99778 + 0.002111
0.99778 - 0.002111
Railroad 0.96085-0.44355
0.99782 + 0.002711
0.99782 - 0.002711
4.2.2 Filter Coefficients
The filter coefficients corresponding to the poles and zeros in Table 4.1 are
summarized in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Summary of Filter Coefficients for Road Profiles
Road Profile Numerator Coefficients Denominator Coefficients
Swells 0.00085923481470-0.00042596436924
-0.00036382447092
1.00000000000000
-1.99584393149303
0.99587671552536
Waddles 0.00123833578755-0.00047093460216
-0.00068332567480
1.00000000000000
-1.99555576369266
0.99556517239603
Railroad 0.00142566576915-0.00073749792773
-0.00060760501219
1.00000000000000
-1.99564331052773
0.99565538306081
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4.2.3 Absolute Error
The absolute squared error for each of the above road profile tests is defined in 
Table 4.3. The first column defines the road profile. The second column represents the 
error between the observed heave velocity and the desired heave velocity. The third 
column represents the error between the estimated heave velocity and the desired heave 
velocity. This data can be found in the MATLAB output file attached in APPENDIX C. 
From this data we can conclude that the least squared error HR filter optimization routine 
works very well.
Table 4.3 Table of Absolute Errors for Road Profiles.
Road Profile Sum of the Squares of the 
Difference between Desired Heave 
and Observed Heave
Sum of the Squares of the 
Difference between Desired 
Heave and Estimated Heave
Swells 374.3472 30.410
Waddles 1011.8431 141.40
Railroad 647.8035 73.613
4.3 Generalizability
The next question to ask is how well does the result from one set of data work on 
another set of data. This test was run with all three results on all three road profiles. The 
results are shown in Figure 4.31, Figure 4.32, and Figure 4.33. As expected the best 
result is achieve with the coefficients derived for the specific file. The results from the 
waddles and the diagonal railroad produce similar good results on all three roads, but the 
results from the swells only work well with the swells data. Developing a method for
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selecting the best overall set of coefficients is left as potential for future work. The
MATLAB file used to generate these files is included in APPENDIX D.
Figure 4.31 Generalizability Test on Swells Data Set
Figure 4.32 Generalizability Test on Waddles Data Set
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Figure 4.33 Generalizability Test on Railroad Data Set
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions
The least squared error algorithm is well known to provide a method of optimizing 
finite impulse response filters. By creating a pseudo error and minimizing the sum of the 
squares of this pseudo error we can still generate optimal systems. The modified least 
squared error algorithm provides good results for infinite impulse response systems such 
as the sensor reduction system described in this paper. In addition to achieving good
results on individual data sets, the results received from one set of data can work well for
the other sets of data.
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
The first recommendation is to develop a method for determining the optimal set of 
coefficients for numerous sets of data. Possible solutions include merging the sets of data 
into one long data set or selecting the result that provides the smallest squared error over 
each road. A second recommendation is to develop a method for generating optimal filter 
coefficients for cascaded filters. This paper assumes a single stage filter of any order. No
consideration was made for cascades filters, such as a second order filter that is
implemented as two cascaded first order filters.
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APPENDIX A
LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATION MATLAB PROGRAM
function [y,b,a] = least_sq(d,x,m,1)
% Function: [y,b,a] = least_sq(d,x,m,1)
%
% Description: this function determines 
% the least-squared error solution
%
% x - observed data input
% d - desired data input
% y - resultant filtered output
% a - resultant filter denominator coefficients 
% b - resultant filter numerator coefficients 
% m - size of denominator
% 1 - size of numerator
%
% Author: Karen Connair
%
N=length(d);
%Build the matrices
DI(:,1)=d(m:N);
for i=l:m-l, D2(:,i)=d(m-i:N-i); end
for i=l:l, X(:,i)=x(m-i+1:N-i+1); end
F=[D2’*D2 -D2’*X; X'*D2 -X’*X];
G=[-D2’*D1; -X’*D1];
H=inv(F) * G;
%Separate matrix into a and b coefficients 
a=[l H(l:m-1)1] 
b=H(m:m+l-l) '
%Filter the input signal with optimal filter 
y=filter(b,a, x)
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APPENDIX B
MATLAB SCRIPT PROGRAM FOR ROAD PROFILE RUNS
>%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
; 2:
Filename: disphv6.m
Description: This file converts data collected by the MDS 
(converted to MATLAB format with mds2mat.exe) into 
engineering units. The order of the data is:
1 Counter
2-5 RV’s (LF, RF, LR, RR)
7 Roll Velocity
8 Pitch Velocity
9 Heave Acceleration
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if exist(’X')==1 clear X; end;
if exist(’hpfrv')==1 clear hpfrv; end;
if exist(’heavedes’)==1 clear heavedes; end;
if exist(1 time’)==1 clear time; end;
load s5ssr06
X = s5ssr06;
m=l:10000;
time=(1:length(m))/1000;
hpfrv(:,l:4) = X(m, 2:5)*2/32768;
heave_cont = X(m,6)*1/32768;
ha=X(:, 9)/910*2.5*.6223*9.81;
ha=ha-mean(ha);
heavel=integ(ha);
heavel=heavel(m) ;
%Filter with zero phase low pass filter to remove high frequency noise 
[b,a]=butter(4,15/500) ; 
heavedes=filtfilt(b,a,heavel); 
clear b a
clear X
%Calculate observed heave
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heaveobs = - (hpfrv (:,1) + hpfrv(:,2) + hpfrv(:,3) + hpfrv(:,4))/4 ; 
mh=l:length(heavedes);
[heaveout,bh6,ah6]=least_sq(heavedes(mh),heaveobs(mh),3,3); 
error_orig6=heavedes-heaveobs; 
error_final6=heavedes-heaveout;
Da=filter(ah6,1,heavedes) ;
Xb=filter(bh6,1,heaveobs) ; 
perror6=Da-Xb;
%Display results
grid on
figure(1)
subplot(411)
plot (time (mh) ,hpfrv(mh, 1) )
title('Left Front Relative Velocity')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)')
v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v);
subplot(412)
plot(time(mh),hpfrv(mh, 2) )
title('Right Front Relative Velocity')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)')
v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v);
subplot(413)
plot(time(mh),hpfrv(mh,3))
title('Left Rear Relative Velocity')
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)')
v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v);
subplot(414)
plot(time(mh),hpfrv(mh,4))
title('Right Rear Relative Velocity')
xlabel('Time (s)’);ylabel('Velocity (m/s)')
v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v);
keyboard
[figl,map]=capture;
imwrite(figl,map,'rv416.tif')
figure(2)
plot(time(mh),heavedes(mh))
title('Heave Velocity - Desired')
xlabel ('Time (s) ');ylabel('Velocity (m/s)')
v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v);
[fig2,map]=capture;
imwrite(fig2,map,'hvdesl6.tif)
figure(3)
plot(time(mh),heaveobs(mh))
title('Heave Velocity - Observed')
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('Velocity (m/s)')
v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v);
[fig3,map]=capture;
imwrite(fig3,map,'hvobsl6.tif')
figure(4)
plot(time(mh),heaveout(mh))
title('Heave Velocity - Estimated')
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xlabel(’Time (s)’);ylabel(’Velocity (m/s)’)
v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v);
[fig4,map]^capture;
imwrite(fig4,map,'hvoutl6.tif1)
figure(5)
plot(time(mh),heavedes(mh),time(mh),heaveout, ’ — ’)
title(’Heave Velocity Desired/Heave Velocity Estimated’) 
xlabel(’Time (s)’);ylabel(’Velocity (m/s)’) 
legend(’Desired Signal’,’Estimated signal’,0) 
v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v);
[fig5,map]=capture;
imwrite(fig5,map,’hvd2el6.tif’)
figure(6)
plot (time (mh) , error_orig6, time (mh) , error_final6, ’ — ’ )
title(’Effect of Filtering on the Actual Error’)
xlabel(’Time (s)’);ylabel(’Velocity (m/s)’)
legend(’Heave desired - heave observed’,’Heave desired - heave 
estimate’, 0) 
v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v) ;
[fig6,map]=capture;
imwrite(fig6,map,’errl6.tif')
%Absolute error
display([’Sum of Squared Error - no filtering = num2str(error orig6’ * 
error_orig6)])
display([’Sum of Squared Error - after filtering =
’,num2str(error_final6’ * error_final6)])
%frequency response
figure(7)
f=l:500;
H=freqz(bh6,ah6,f,1000);
mag=20*logl0(H);phase=unwrap(angle(H))/pi*180;
subplot(211),semilogx(f,mag);title(’Frequency
Response’);ylabel(’Magnitude')
grid on
subplot(212), semilogx(f,phase);xlabel(’Frequency’);ylabel(’Magnitude’) 
grid on
[fig7,map]=capture;
imwrite(fig7,map,'fr6.tif')
%impulse response
figure(8)
impz(bh6,ah6,[], .001)
[fig8,map]=capture;
imwrite(fig8,map,’ir6.tif’)
%pole zero plot
figure(9)
pzmap(bh6, ah6)
v=axis;v(2)=1.l;axis(v)
[fig9,map]=capture;
imwrite(fig9,map,’pz6.tif’)
APPENDIX C
MATLAB OUTPUT FILE
disphv6
a =
1,00000000000000 -1.99584393149303 0.99587671552536
b =
1.0e-003 *
0.85923481469763 -0.42596436924214 -0.36382447092365
P =
0.99792196574651 + 0.005335335600431 
0.99792196574651 - 0.00533533560043i
z =
0.94420039369076
-0.44845189519441
return
ans =
Sum of Squared Error - no filtering = 374.3472
ans =
Sum of Squared Error - after filtering = 30.4095
disphv7
a —
1.00000000000000 -1.99555576369266 0.99556517239603
b =
0.00123833578755 -0.00047093460216 -0.00068332567480
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P =
0.99777788184633 + 0.0021144489292H 
0.99777788184633 - 0.0021144489292H
z =
0.95693760217977
-0.57664123434622
return
ans =
Sum of Squared Error - no filtering = 1011.8431
ans —
Sum of Squared Error - after filtering = 141.3982
clear
disphv8
a =
1.00000000000000 -1.99564331052773 0.99565538306081
b =
0.00142566576915 -0.00073749792773 -0.00060760501219
P =
0.99782165526386 + 0.00270690732982i 
0.99782165526386 - 0.00270690732982i
z =
0.96085429856297
-0.44355357935507
return
ans =
Sum of Squared Error - no filtering = 647.8035
ans
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Sum of Squared Error - after filtering = 73.6128
eval( 'if exist(''Velocity'',''var''), mauifunc(Velocity), end', ''); 
diary off
load coefs
general
diary off
APPENDIX D
GENERALIZABILITY MATLAB PROGRAM
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Filename: general.m
Description: This file converts data collected by the MDS 
(converted to MATLAB format with mds2mat.exe) into 
engineering units. The order of the data is:
1 Counter
2-5 RV’s (LF, RF, LR, RR)
7 Roll Velocity
8 Pitch Velocity
9 Heave Acceleration
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%!
if exist('X' )==1 clear X; end;
if exist('hpfrv')==1 clear hpfrv; end; 
if exist('heavedes' )==1 clear heavedes; end; 
if exist('time')==1 clear time; end;
%Check file number 6 with all coefficients
load s5ssr06
X - s5ssr06;
m=l:10000;
time=(1:length(m))/1000;
hpfrv(:,l:4) = X(m,2:5)*2/32768;
ha=X(:,9)/910*2.5*.6223*9.81;
ha=ha-mean(ha);
heavel=integ(ha);
heavel=heavel(m);
%Filter with zero phase low pass filter to remove high frequency noise
[b,a]=butter(4,15/500);
heavedes6=filtfilt(b,a,heave1);
mh=l:length(heavedes6);
clear b a X
%Calculate observed heave
heaveobs = -(hpfrv(:,l) + hpfrv(:,2) + hpfrv(:,3) + hpfrv(:, 4))/4;
%filter
heaveout66=filter(bh6,ah6,heaveobs(mh));
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heaveout67=filter(bh7,ah7,heaveobs(mh)); 
heaveout68=filter(bh8,ah8,heaveobs(mh));
%Plot results
figure(1)
plot(time(m),heavedes6(m), '-',time(m),heaveout66, 1 —
1,time(m),heaveout67(m)time(m),heaveout68(m),’:')
title('Generalizability Test on File #1')
xlabel(’Time (s)');ylabel('Velocity (m/s)')
legend('Desired Signal','Estimated signal with File #1 coefsEstimated 
signal with File #2 coefs', ...
'Estimated signal with File #3 coefs',0) 
v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v);
[figl,map]=capture;
imwrite(figl,map,'gen6.tif’)
%Check file number 7 with all coefficients
load s5ssr07
X = s5ssr07;
m=l:10000;
time=(1:length(m))/1000;
hpfrv(:,l:4) = X(m,2:5)*2/32768;
ha=X(:,9)/910*2.5*.6223*9.81;
ha=ha-mean(ha);
heavel=integ(ha) ;
heavel=heavel(m);
%Filter with zero phase low pass filter to remove high frequency noise
[b,a]=butter(4, 15/500) ;
heavedes7=filtfilt(b,a,heave1);
mh=l:length(heavedes7);
clear b a X
%Calculate observed heave
heaveobs = -(hpfrv(:,l) + hpfrv(:,2) + hpfrv(:,3) + hpfrv(:,4))/4;
%filter
heaveout7 6=filter(bh6,ah6,heaveobs(mh)) ;
heaveout77=filter(bh7,ah7,heaveobs(mh));
heaveout7 8=filter(bh8,ah8,heaveobs(mh));
%Plot results
figure(1)
plot(time(m),heavedes7(m),'-',time(m),heaveout76,'—
',time(m),heaveout77(m)time(m),heaveout78(m),':')
title('Generalizability Test on File #2')
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('Velocity (m/s)')
legend('Desired Signal','Estimated signal with File #1 coefs','Estimated 
signal with File #2 coefs', ...
'Estimated signal with File #3 coefs',0)
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v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v);
[figl,map]=capture;
imwrite(figl,map,'gen7.tif’)
%Check file number 8 with all coefficients
load s5ssr08
X = s5ssr08;
m=l:10000;
time=(1:length(m))/1000;
hpfrv(:,l:4) = X(m,2:5)*2/32768;
ha=X(:,9)/910*2.5*.6223*9.81;
ha=ha-mean(ha);
heavel=integ(ha);
heavel=heavel(m);
%Filter with zero phase low pass filter to remove high frequency noise
[b,a]=butter(4,15/500);
heavedes8=filtfilt(b,a,heavel);
mh=l:length(heavedes8);
clear b a X
%Calculate observed heave
heaveobs = -(hpfrv(:,l) + hpfrv(:,2) + hpfrv(:,3) + hpfrv(:,4))/4;
%filter
heaveout86=filter(bh6,ah6,heaveobs(mh)); 
heaveout87=filter(bh7,ah7,heaveobs(mh)); 
heaveout88=filter(bh8,ah8,heaveobs(mh));
%Plot results
figure(1)
plot(time(m),heavedes8(m), '-', time(m),heaveout86,'—
’, time(m) , heaveout87(m), ' -.',time(m),heaveout8 8(m), ':1)
title('Generalizability Test on File #3’)
xlabel('Time (s)');ylabel('Velocity (m/s)')
legend('Desired Signal','Estimated signal with File #1 coefsEstimated 
signal with File #2 coefs', ...
'Estimated signal with File #3 coefs',0) 
v=axis;v(2)=10;axis(v);
[figl,map]=capture;
imwrite(figl,map,'gen8.tif')
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